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DNA testing
has become
a key tool in
family and
civil law
The use of technology to assist the legal profession
has increased considerably over the past few years
and this is perhaps most evident in the use of DNA
testing to help resolve family law, commercial, wills
and probate and also criminal cases.
dadcheck®gold is one of the UKs leading providers
of paternity and relationship testing using DNA
technology. We work with the legal profession,
social services and the general public to determine
biological relationships between individuals.

In order to help you understand the testing process
and to clarify what DNA testing can and cannot
deliver, we have produced this book, which we trust
you will ﬁnd informative.
The two principals of the company, Ms Louise Allcroft
and Dr Neil Sullivan are highly experienced genetics
and biotechnology professionals who are available
to help you use DNA technology to resolve cases in
family law, in wills and probate and in immigration.
Dr Sullivan has also completed a post graduate
degree in commercial law, where his specialisation
concerned a study of consent as applied to the
Human Tissue Act (2004).
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What is DNA
testing and why
do we need it?
We can use DNA tests to establish relationships between individuals. It is most useful for paternity testing,
where we can establish to a high degree of probability whether a man is, or is not, the biological father of a
child. This is presented as either an “inclusion” (the proposed male is the biological father) or “exclusion” (the
proposed male is not the biological father).
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When can a
DNA test help?
The determination of paternity is the most common
application of DNA testing, but there are other areas
where a DNA test could be of beneﬁt to a family
situation. These are:
• Sibling testing
• Avuncular (aunt/uncle) testing
• Grandparentage testing
• Social services
• Immigration
• Wills and probate
• Forensics
• Surrogacy
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Legal aspects of DNA testingConsent & Court Directed Testing
Our dadcheck®gold service is accredited by the
Ministry of Justice as “a body that may carry out
parentage tests directed by the civil courts of
England and Wales under section 20 of the Family
Law Reform Act 1969”.
The Ministry of Justice provides a list of accredited
companies, which is updated every year. It means
that the testing laboratory operates its own facilities
and has ISO/IEC 17025, the internationally recognised
quality standard for testing laboratories.
For legal work, it is highly advisable that you choose
a company from this list and indeed, the court may
often specify which service (such as dadcheck®gold)
that they would like to use.
These types of DNA tests require the cheek cell
samples to be taken by an independent third party
who is trained to carry out the necessary identity
checks and as far as is possible, to warrant the
identity of the donor, take the sample and return it to
the laboratory without it being tampered with.
If the DNA test you require is a section 20 test, then
we will generally request a copy of the Court Order,
although as we appreciate, events can move quite
quickly and we may therefore, on occasion accept a
written deposition from the Lead Body that the Court
Order is in process.

The Ministry of Justice list can be found at:

www.justice.gov.uk/courts/
paternity-testing/paternity-test
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The introduction of the Human Tissue Act in 2004 in

NHS for example), we consider that the views of the

England and Wales brought forth a necessary and

child ought to be taken into account in any decision

important paradigm shift in the way DNA testing is

to proceed or not, if indeed they are mature enough

conducted. This excellent piece of legislation made

to understand the nature and possible consequences

it a criminal oﬀence to be in possession of a cell/DNA

of the DNA test itself. Hence for s20 tests, the

sample, with the intention of performing a DNA test,

court may still rely on parens patriae (or parent of

without appropriate and qualifying consent from the

the nation) to intervene if it is deemed in the best

donor.

interests of the child. Generally, the courts take the

Thus adults providing a cell sample for a
dadcheck®gold DNA test must give their consent

view that it is in the best interest of the child to know
the identity of his or her biological father.

to the test by signing the form we provide with the

Please note that for non-s20 DNA tests, an individual

sampling kit. In our view this should be clear and

may withdraw their consent (or their consent on

unequivocal written and express consent from the

behalf of a child) at any time during the DNA testing

individual to be tested, here distinguished from other

process.

types of consent which are implied, unanimous or
informed (for medical use).

In Scotland the law is slightly diﬀerent and is
governed by the Human Tissue Act (Scotland)

The individual should understand the nature and

2006 with reference to The Age of Legal Capacity

possible consequences of a DNA test and make their

(Scotland) Act 1991, where for medical purposes for

decision to consent accordingly. In England and

example, a person under 16 may be able to consent

Wales, for a child under 16 to participate in a DNA

on his/her own behalf if an attending physician

test, we must have the consent of a person with

deems them to be able to understand the nature and

Parental Responsibility (PR) for that child. There is

consequences of the treatment. This legislation does

debate as to when the child may achieve suﬃcient

not speciﬁcally cover DNA testing and we suggest

understanding to make their own decision about

that the consent of an adult with PR should always be

participation in a DNA test (often referred to as Gillick

sought.

Competence for medical matters). Whilst a paternity
test is not a medical issue (it is not available on the
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Legal aspects of
DNA testing Parental
Responsibility
The issue of what actually constitutes Parental
Responsibility is often a source of confusion. If an
adult has PR for a child they have all of the rights,
duties, powers, responsibilities and authority that
a parent of a child has by law (as deﬁned in the
Children Act 1989).
By default, if a childʼs parents were married to each
other at the time of the childʼs conception, each
parent will have PR for the child.

• Obtaining a court order
• Registering a legally written agreement subject
to the motherʼs consent (in Scotland a “PRPRA”
or Parental Responsibilities and Parental Rights
Agreement)
• Marriage to the childʼs mother
• Being granted a residence order
It may be that persons other than parents can

If a childʼs parents were not married to each other

acquire PR by appointment as a guardian or by an

at the time of the childʼs birth, only the mother will

order of the court. This might mean, for example,

automatically have PR for the child.

either a Care Order or an Interim Care Order

In such cases, the (alleged) father may acquire PR if
he acts with the mother to have his name recorded
on the childʼs birth certiﬁcate.
This point only applies to a child whose birth has
been registered in either England or Wales after 1st
December 2003 (in Scotland 20th January 2006); for
children registered before these dates, even if a man
is identiﬁed on the birth certiﬁcate as the father, he
will not be able to claim PR for the child unless he
acquires it by:

granted to the Local Authority. Hence a designated
representative of the Local Authority may have PR
and may authorize the collection of a DNA samples
without reference to either the mother or the
alleged father.
If the Local Authority will be consenting on behalf of
a child, then we would expect to see a copy of any
Care Order or Interim Care Order (plus any renewals)
and we would expect that individual to be present
at the sampling appointment.
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The sampling
procedure and
checking identity
Once you have decided that a DNA test is required,
please call our oﬃces on 0191 543 6334 to order
the necessary testing kits. As we require an
independent third party to take the samples, we will
work with you to arrange the appointments with
the designated sampler.
The bespoke dadcheck®gold DNA kit will contain:
a consent form and two labelled buccal (cheek
cell) sampling swabs per individual taking part,
plus a sampling glove and a prepaid tamper proof
envelope in order to return the swabs to our
laboratories.
We will send out detailed instructions on the checks
we require for Parental Responsibility and individual
identity. Indeed, under the Human Tissue Act
(2004) it is a serious oﬀence for any of your clients
to personate another body for the purpose of
providing a bodily sample or to proﬀer the wrong
child for that purpose.
The buccal cell sample is taken by gently rubbing
a soft swab around the inside of the mouth. The
procedure is simple and painless and can be used
on very young children and babies.
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What is DNA and how do we use it?
Many of you will have heard “DNA” in common parlance; it is an abbreviation for a molecule known as
deoxyribonucleic acid, which encodes the genetic instructions for how living organisms develop and
function. It is the blueprint for the hereditary material (of which 50% is inherited from the biological mother
and 50% inherited from the biological father), which makes you unique as an individual.
DNA is primarily composed of four chemical structures, called adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine,
which are arranged end to end in a long strand. Two of these strands are entwined together as a “double
helix” and form our 46 chromosomes (22 pairs of autosomes and two sex chromosomes). The “sequence”
of these structures makes a code which determines both our human status and our individuality.
Approximately 99.9% of this code is the same in all people. In about 50% of our genome these structures
appear in repeat sequences and in about 8% of the genome these sequences are what are known as
“tandem” repeats, where DNA sequences of low complexity are repeated with multiple copies which are
adjacent to one another. These regions are similar between closely related human individuals, but are also
highly variable such that they are unlikely to be shared by unrelated individuals.

We use 15 specially selected hypervariable regions of the
human genome as “markers” to assess the similarity between
two DNA proﬁles and a further marker, amelogenin, to
determine the sex of the donor. We then combine
the results in a statistical calculation to assess the
degree of relatedness between the
tested individuals.
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How the tests are conducted
When our laboratory receives the cheek cell samples, a highly trained molecular biologist
assesses their quality and thoroughly checks the consent forms before any laboratory work
is scheduled.
If all is in order, the DNA is extracted from the swab and ampliﬁed using a special technique
known as the Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR), a kind of molecular photocopying. Once
this process is complete, the PCR products which are generated are then examined on a
genetic analyser to create the DNA proﬁle, which is then analysed using sophisticated DNA
analysis software. We have illustrated this with the DNA proﬁles of an alleged father (AF1,
Figure 1a) and those of two children, child 1 and child 2 (Figure 1b and 1c respectively).

Figure 1a
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Figure 1b

Figure 1c
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Paternity tests
Our aim therefore, is to compare the DNA proﬁle of AF1 with that of child 1 and child 2 to look for regions of
similarity and dissimilarity.
For an inclusion (the man is the father), we would expect to see a match at every marker and from this we
will calculate a probability of paternity.
For an exclusion (the man is not the father), we start to see mis-matches in the DNA proﬁles; three or
more mis-matches mean that the tested man cannot be the father of the child.
From the included example, AF1 is the biological father of both children as there is a match at every single
region of DNA (Figure 2 a, b). When we calculate the statistics it can be seen that AF1 is more likely to be
the biological father of child 1 by a factor of 4,037 and child 2 by a factor of 56,112. This in eﬀect means that
1 in 4,037 or 1 in 56,112 randomly selected males may have the same level of match to child 1 and child 2
respectively, as AF1 (Figure 3). This translates to a probability of paternity of 99.975% for child 1 and 99.998%
for child 2.

Figure 3

Similarly, we can eliminate a second alleged father (AF2) as being the biological father of the child 1 by
noting 5 mismatches and of child 2 by noting 6 mismatches (Figure 4 a, b).
If an alleged father is excluded from paternity by our analysis, the result is 100% certain.

Figure 4a

Figure 4b
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How maternal involvement
aﬀects the results
The dadcheck®gold paternity test is at its most

Including the mother in a DNA test is really helpful

conclusive if we can test all three of the individuals

because it allows us to identify those regions in the

who are involved in the case (the child, their mother

child (or children) that were inherited from their

and the alleged father). A test without a sample

mother and eﬀectively remove these from our

from the childʼs biological mother does not provide

analysis.

the same degree of certainty as a test with samples
from both parents. Similarly, for immigration
purposes, a maternity test will be less conclusive if
we are unable to test the known biological father.
However, even without the mother, we can still
obtain a probability of paternity of around 99.99%.
This is equivalent to saying that 1 in 10,000
randomly selected males may have the same
genetic proﬁle.

In order to illustrate this, you can see that the
statistics for child 1 improve 164 times with the
motherʼs involvement (662,099 4037) and for child 2
they improve 6,248 times (35,583,910 56,113) if we
can involve mum (Figure 5).
Both child 1 and child 2 are in fact children of
the same parents, so you can also see the type
of variation we might expect, which is solely
introduced due to the population frequency of the

It is not always possible to gain access to both

alleles each child has inherited from their parents.

parents. For example, we have had court ordered

These data do not indicate that one child is “more

tests where the mother has agreed to the test but

related” to their parents than the other and would

then cannot be contacted by the Local Authority for

only ever be the same in the case of identical twins.

an appointment. In such cases and upon instruction
from the ordering party, we are obliged to proceed
with testing of the child and the alleged father only.

Figure 5
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Complexities

Communicating
the results

As you might imagine, there are a number of

Once our laboratories have performed the test, the

complexities that we, as your genetics professionals,

result is reported in writing to the ordering party

are looking for and which can aﬀect the

(instructing solicitor or Local Authority). Every adult

interpretation of the data.

participant is entitled to receive a copy of the results

Most common is perhaps the involvement of a
close male relative. When we see a single mismatch
(not enough to either include or exclude paternity)
this could indicate that the tested man is not the

addressed directly to them from their representative
or the Local Authority. Any reports from
dadcheck®gold are checked and signed personally
by one of the company principals.

biological father of the child but is in fact closely

The paternity report will state clearly whether the

related to the real biological father, perhaps as his

alleged father is the biological father (an inclusion,

brother or indeed his father. For this reason, we

Figure 6a) or is not (an exclusion, Figure 6b). If it

always ask clients if they are aware of the possibility

is an inclusion, we will also give the probability of

of the involvement of a close male relative in the

paternity and a likelihood ratio.

case.

Our DNA testing reports are delivered in a

However, single step changes in the DNA markers

standardised format, which complies with ISO

we examine may also occur as a natural rare event

17025 and relevant legislation, in particular, the

and to further resolve this, we may choose to look at

Family Law Reform Act 1969 as amended by the

additional DNA markers.

Family Law Reform Act 1987 and the Family Law

We have also identiﬁed instances of genetic
disorders (including gender disorders), which may
or may not have been known about before the test.
It is because of these circumstances that; a) we
always prefer to have access to the motherʼs DNA
and b) you should choose a service like ours which
has the relevant in house genetic testing expertise
and can cope with the unexpected. We have a
range of additional tests which we can employ in
order to resolve complex situations, if necessary.

Reform Act 1987 (commencement No.3) order 2001
and the Children Act 1989.

Please see Figures 6a & 6b overleaf
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reports from dadcheckgold are
checked and signed personally by one
of the company principals.
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Figure 6a - INCLUSION
If the dadcheck®gold paternity test is an inclusion (that is, the tested man is the childʼs
biological father) and the mother has participated in the DNA test, then the report will say:
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Figure 6b - EXCLUSION
If the dadcheck®gold paternity test is an exclusion (that is, the tested man is not the
childʼs biological father), the report will say:
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Special situations
The complexities of modern society inevitably mean

her to be her mother. A maternity test is essentially

that we are often faced with unusual situations

a “reversed” paternity test and the statistics you may

and in many instances, DNA testing can provide

receive are of a similar order to those obtained with

evidence to support resolution of a paternity (or

a paternity test.

other human biological relationship) case.

The use of DNA testing in wills and probate is a

We conduct sibling DNA testing to determine if

growing area for us, and more people are turning to

two individuals are related as full or half brother or

DNA technology to prove the relationships between

sister. These circumstances may arise when say, the

beneﬁciaries. We have often been asked to deal

parents are deceased or do not wish to participate.

with or access samples from a deceased person and

We have heartening stories of family reuniﬁcations

have built up signiﬁcant experience in this type of

but have also helped to resolve inheritance issues.

testing over the years. There are signiﬁcant issues

The statistics we derive are never as strong as

relating to consent, tissue access and tissue type

for a paternity test but in conjunction with other

that we would need to discuss with our client at the

evidence, can be a considerable help. We can

time of ordering.

usually determine the half-full sibling relationship
with a good degree of certainty, particularly if we
can involve at least one of the mothers.

Often we have to apply the techniques of DNA
Forensics in analysis of samples from a deceased
person and have in the past worked from

Avuncular DNA testing (aunt/uncle) or grandparent

toothbrushes, razors and other personal items in

DNA testing may be useful when say, the AF has

the absence of a standard buccal tissue source.

passed away or is otherwise unavailable. Grand-

When good quality DNA can be obtained from such

parentage testing is more powerful if we can

items, then we can conduct a DNA test in the same

test both paternal grandparents, but this is rarely

way as we would have done from a cheek swab.

possible. If we go down this route, we must of

Of importance here is the chain of custody of the

course be sure there is no question of parentage in

sample; we must as far as is possible be sure that the

that preceding generation!

item belonged to the deceased and had not been

For immigration purposes, we are often asked

contaminated by another person.

to prove maternity and increasingly, both a

Surrogacy arrangements with an overseas mother

maternity and a paternity DNA test is requested

are increasingly common. We oﬀer a service to

by the authorities. With regard to the question of

help British couples who wish to enter into such an

maternity, in some parts of the world, it is common

arrangement and require DNA test information to

for a child to be brought up by, for example, an aunt

help with their legal requirements. These situations

from birth. The child and their family may consider

are complex and are compounded by the fact that
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surrogacy contracts are not enforced by UK law
and are only legally binding in a small number
of countries. Entering into a surrogacy contract
overseas can be a very lengthy and complicated
process that is heavily dependent on a number of
situational factors. Also of importance, besides the
obvious issue of the childʼs passport, is the need for
a UK based parental order that transfers legal rights
from the surrogate.
Under UK law the mother and father of the child
is the woman who gives birth to the child and the
man she is married to at the time of conception.
Therefore, if the overseas surrogate mother is
married, although the prospective parentsʼ names
should be on the childʼs birth certiﬁcate, the child is
not necessarily recognised as automatically eligible
for British nationality.
The parents must apply to the Home Oﬃce for
registration of said child as a British citizen before
applying for a UK passport. On the other hand, if the
surrogate mother is single, such an application to
the Home Oﬃce is unnecessary provided that the
father has provided evidence that he is genetically
related to the child.
Both of these possibilities require the use of
accredited DNA paternity testing, as this is
imperative to conﬁrm the biological father of the
child and ideally, also the biological parentage of
the mother if the surrogacy is gestational. We can
help with documentation and advice at the time of
ordering.
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Who we
work with
Our client base includes the legal profession, social
services and the general public. We have now
conducted thousands of accredited DNA testing
cases across the UK and are the provider of choice
for many leading legal practices and social services.
We are able to collect samples from, for example,
correctional facilities and childrenʼs centres. Our
immigration and surrogacy work is growing and we
regularly work with overseas solicitors and agencies,
such as the British High Commission.
In doing so we have built an excellent reputation for
the consistency, clarity and eﬃciency of our service.

We hope you have found this
information to be of value to
you and that it has helped you
to understand the DNA testing
process. We hope to have the
opportunity to work with you
in the future.
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Glossary of terms
Likelihood Ratio or Combined
Paternity Index
This is a calculation made from the frequency that given
alleles (see below for deﬁnition) appear in the general

Marker/Locus/Allele
Our body is in part comprised of cells, most of which
contain the DNA molecule, which gives us our uniqueness
as individuals. Certain parts of this molecule have been

population.

shown to contain speciﬁc regions that vary considerably

It tells us how many times more likely it is that the tested

exhibit a high degree of sharing between individuals who

male is the father of the child, compared to a randomly

are related. These regions are referred to as ʻmarkersʼ or

selected unrelated male. The value of the likelihood ratio

ʻlociʼ (singular: locus).

will vary between cases but will usually exceed 50,000.

between people who are not related and conversely, that

Variant forms of these DNA markers are called ʻallelesʼ.

In the case of two children being tested against the same

There are two alleles found at each locus. We use 15

alleged father and shown to be an inclusion, the DNA

markers to determine if people are related to each other

test results (i.e. the likelihood ratios) can be substantially

or not. This is robust science, which has been tested over

diﬀerent between the two children. For example,

thousands of cases, both for human identity testing and

99.999% and 99.999999%. This is not any cause for

forensic purposes.

concern, since unless the children are identical twins they
will not inherit the same DNA markers from either parent
and the population frequency of the alleles they have
actually inherited will vary.

Prior Probability

DNA proﬁle
Once we have determined which alleles are present in
all of these markers, we bring them together in a special
format known as the DNA proﬁle. In each DNA proﬁling
experiment, we will see two alleles at each marker tested

In calculating the statistics, e.g. for a paternity test, we

i.e. one which has been inherited from the individualʼs

make a mathematical assumption that it is equally likely

biological father and one which has been inherited from

that man is, and is not the biological father. This we refer

their biological mother.

to as equal prior odds of 0.5 or 50%. This then allows us to
calculate the Probability of Paternity.

Each personʼs cells contain DNA; half of which comes from
the biological mother and half of which comes from the

Probability of Paternity

biological father.

This is derived from the likelihood ratio, but this time it is

In tests involving the childʼs biological mother, our

expressed as a percentage.

analysis is able to identify the half of the DNA (alleles) in

Close Male Relative
This means that a ﬁrst degree relative of the tested male
could be the biological father. This means the alleged
fatherʼs own father or brother.

the tested child that comes from the mother. As such,
the remaining alleles must have come from the biological
father. If we get a match across all of the remaining
15 alleles, then the tested man is the biological father
of the child and we can then go ahead and calculate a
ʻprobability of paternityʼ.
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Conversely, if there are three or more mis-matches

The second, “gestational” surrogacy, more commonly

between the tested man and child, then we can conclude,

known as in vitro fertilisation (IVF), involves implantation

with 100% certainty, that the tested man cannot be the

of an externally fertilised embryo where the biological

biological father of the child.

parents do not involve the participation of the surrogate

For a positive result, we expect a match with the tested
child at all or in rare cases, all but one of the biological

mother; therefore the child and the surrogate mother are
biologically independent of one another.

fatherʼs DNA markers. Rarely, we may observe a small

Whilst the embryo may have one, both, or neither parents

genetic change (mutation), which shows itself as a

as participants in the surrogacy, under UK law the mother

mismatch between the tested man and child in one of

and father of the child is the woman who gives birth to

the markers examined. Sometimes this appears as an

the child and the man she is married to at the time of

allele that does not occur in either parent. This genetic

conception.

change is a normal, albeit in the wider context a rare,
event in human evolution and if we observe this, we make
allowances in our calculations. Please note however that
this scenario is also observed in those cases where the
tested man is shown not to be related to the child as its
biological father but as a close male relative i.e. the true
biological father of the child is in fact a brother or the
biological father of the tested man.

Chain of custody

Therefore, if the overseas surrogate mother is married,
although the prospective parentsʼ names should be on
the childʼs birth certiﬁcate, the child is not necessarily
recognised as automatically eligible for British
nationality. The parents must apply to the Home Oﬃce
for registration of said child as a British citizen before
applying for a UK passport.
On the other hand, if the surrogate mother is
single, such an application to the Home Oﬃce is

A legal term which refers to the integrity and identity

unnecessary provided that the father has

of the tissue sample, from collection right through to

provided evidence that he is genetically

the ﬁnal reporting of the DNA test results. A secure

related to the child.

chronological chain of custody will aid the production of a
legally defensible report.

Surrogacy
There are two types of surrogacy which present diﬀerent
legal implications:
The ﬁrst, “traditional” surrogacy, or artiﬁcial insemination,
involves insertion of sperm into the fallopian tube of
the surrogate mother, who will consequently be the
biological mother of the child. As a result, the surrogate
mother must agree to a series of legal obligations and
transfer her rights as the parent of the child to the
individual(s) who have opted for surrogacy.
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